
ATHENS AND EGESTA 

I 

THIS paper is principally concerned with two fifth century Athenian inscriptions and 
their interpretation. The first, IG i2 19, was discovered on the Akropolis and first published 
by Ulrich Kohler in i867.1 Some twenty years later it was re-examined by H. G. Lolling,2 
who was the first to see that it concerned relations between Athens and Egesta. It has 
subsequently been the object of the usual ingenious attempts at restoration. I give below 
a conservative text. 

Date uncertain ZTOIX 48 (except line I) 

[xavvp,axia, Kal hoc]p[s3 'AOEvaiov Ka]i 'Eyeo-at[ov]3 

[e'oo0Xaov -ret oAEi Kal T]6^[t [ fO ..6. .. Is] [Cr]pvrT vevy , [ ...] 

[......... I9...... ........ . ]oV EPX, 'Ap[..].[.]4 
..................... ................. ]Tauro ... [ 3...9 ]ca to J5 [ ...] 

5 [.........? .........].o[ . ..8 .... ]a[ .....]8. ] 
[ ~~37 ..................6 ] [ .................. ],ro[. ] [ ... ] 

'E[ .... ...... ]o[...] ....]..h].pa hoao[p7TE ..] 

[.*....... I ........ r7]O hoPK]o[v Jp]o[ovv]([t ho&7]os 8 av oy6[aoo] 
[ tv hdravTes hot Capa]r]yo e7rLLEAEEv[0rov rap]ayy[eA . .5 .. ] 

o1 [.......4...... 4Er7a r]ov ho[p]Koo6v ho'r[os .... ]s 'Ey[Earato.] 
[ .......... To 8E orE]bt(la7ta To'e Kal rov [hodpK]o[v] va[ypaoraa] 
[I E(reAtEL AiVEiL ?E'f 7r]o'A6t TOV ypacqLiaTrea res floAES'S [hoLt o 7r] 
[oAerad acrouLtaoooravr]ov ho[t] os KoAaKperaLt o[v]ro[v TO apy5p] 
[tovy KaAEcrat oE Kal e7r]l Xuaev rEv TETpeafPElcav Tov 'E[yEaralov] 

15 [Es- ITpvTavetov es rov] vo 6L?LtEvov XP6Ovov. v EviSe[,LOS ETE r] 
[jLEv daAAa KaOr7Trep e7 fB]joA TO' 8e AOLtTTOv E7TrELav 7rT[PEpres c'A] 

[Oootv ar'' 'EyeaTralov6 ho K]EpvXs rrpoaay[ero ...... '.I....... ] 

[ .......... ..o]s .... 7 [Tp es - - or [Trpv-rcves 

lacuna 

After the heading in line i there followed the usual prescript. We can see from the number 
of letters that the prytanising tribe in line 2 must have been either 'EpEX6Oes, KeKpoTrS or 

1 Hermes ii (1867) I6-I8. Kohler was unable to 
read the first line and suspected that the decree 
concerned the Hestiaians. 

2 ADelt (1891) 105-8, fig. Ag, cf. IG I sp 139. 
3 A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia xvii (1948) 58-9 

suggested that the spacing of the letters definitely 
preserved in line [- - -] 'EyEaca[-] allowed room 
at the beginning of the line for the restoration [qiA'a 
Kal xZavwzaxia 'AOevalov Kai]. However, Kdhler, 
op. cit. (note i) and Lolling, op. cit. (note 2) had noted 
traces of a round letter above and slightly to the right 
of ]o[ in line 2. Professors M. F. McGregor and 
D. Bradeen have confirmed the presence of the round 
letter and my own suggestion is a conservative version 
of their new reading proposed in Phoenix xxiv (1970) 
179: [XfZaov aXta Kal hdp]Ko[C] 'A[O]fya[lov Ka]l 
'Eyetrai'[ov]. 

4 Of the penultimate letter in line 3 only the left 
sloping hasta of a delta or alpha seems to be legible, 
cf. Lolling's fig. A9, op. cit. (note 2). I have read ].[ 
in view of the restoration proposed below, 'Ap[Xz]d[eI 
4uog]. As for the last letter in line 3 I have been 
unable to trace the source of Hiller's reading of a 
clear epsilon (IG i2 I9.3). There would seem to be 
no trace of the letter on the stone. 

5 Traces of a verticle hasta are all that remain of 
this letter, cf. Lolling's fig. A9, op. cit. (note 2). 

6 In lines 11-16 the restorations suggested by 
Lolling, op. cit. (note 2) 105 would appear to be 
certain and for the restoration of lines 16-17 cf. 
A. M. Woodward apud Woodhead, op. cit. (note 3) 59. 
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'Avrtoxis. It is impossible to restore the names of the grammateus and epistates in lines 2-3. 
We thus do not know the length of the archon's name in line 3 but simply that it ended in 
-ov. The name of the proposer is uncertain: a possible restoration would be 'Ap[XCl]8[ECLos 
EtrE']. Then came the main proposal, almost certainly to the effect that there be alliance 
between the Athenians and the Egestaians, probably followed by the text of the oath to be 
taken by both parties.7 Lines 7-o1 are difficult to restore satisfactorily but clearly concern 
the procedure for taking the oath. Then come instructions for the inscription of the decree 
and the oath (lines I -I4) and finally the invitation to the Egestaian embassy to a public 
reception in the prytaneion (lines I4-I5). The decree ends with an amendment proposed by 
Euphemos8 concerning the reception of future embassies from Egesta (lines I5-I8). 

The second inscription, IG i2 20, was likewise discovered on the Akropolis and first 
published by Kohler9 some time after his publication of IG i2 19, in I879. It was not until 
I943 that A. E. Raubitschek?1 noticed that the first two lines of IG i2 20, which clearly 
mention Egestaians, show letters of the same size, shape and spacing as those of IG i2 19. 
After he had confirmed that the two stones were of the same thickness, Raubitschek conclu- 
ded with admirable caution that 'the connection of the two fragments may be considered as 
very probable'. We need, in fact, have no hesitation in believing that IG i2 20 stood below 
IG i2 19 on the same stele. Even so, the restoration of IG i2 20 remains doubtful. The 
letters of lines 3 ff. are of different shape and spacing from those of lines I-2 and of IG i2 19. 
Nevertheless Raubitschek restored throughout a line of 48 letters as in IG i2 9 :11 

c. 7 c. 5 
[ESox(aE]v Tet /3#oAet [Kaic -or 6eHo -O - c 7TPvrtveve - - -] 

c. 4 c. 7 
[.. eypat]JLat7rEve 'Ap[ - rE- - E7rre ' EyEatra[o] 
[Kat haAt]Kvaiots 'EA[vtotsi ouvLJLcaXlav Evac Kaa a a dpXata Uv] 
[yKEIeiv]aa a 7Trpos 'AO[Evaios%. 'ro Se Oic(TfLCLua ro3e ho ypacqkar-e] 

5 [vs ho res9 fl]oAS advay[paco7a'ro ev Tet av7-eL (UTeAEL ev he, a&vay] 

[eypa7Trrat Ka] 7rEpt 'E[yearalov -ra EiaElotLeva Tro 8ESot - - - ]. 

More recently A. G. Woodhead12 has restored in lines 3ff. a longer line 
order to take account of the closer spacing: 

[eoxoaE]v eLt /3oAEL [Ka rot eJiLOt' . ... .. ep , Epv.... . ... ] 
[.. eypa]iadrevve, 'Ap[. E7TET c ar . .. .7e , .... E.. TE 'A.AEYIoiS] 
[cKai haAh]Kvaio s- 'EA[V'Jot tA Xliav Kal XrvjuLtuaxav EIvat Kara ,a 'rJv] 
[yKEI`eEv]a ra 7Tpos- 'AO[Evalos ha 'Eyycralorato ers-'v avraa be 7roy ypacqlq] 

5 [area TeS 1 ]oAes davay[pad(qrat E'l Tro'AEt e'v Te atVrge cTreAEt e'v het dvay] 

[eyparrTa Ka]l Trepl 'E[^yEralov ra EcaeCLotcJe&Va r6o 8eyot vacat] 

7 For an alternative restoration of lines 5-7 see 
R. v. Scala, Die Staatsvertrdge des Altertums i 57a. 
Despite the fact that v. Scala was doubtful of his own 
restoration it was adopted by Hiller (IG i2 I9), by 
M. N. Tod, Greek Historical Inscriptions (=Tod) 31 
and most recently by R. Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, 
A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions (=ML) 37: 
[hoirtve]; E8XZopKodaoa dQcptKO'evot E; "Eyervav hedeaOa]t 
T6[v] 6[e,uov &e\Ka advpa; avriKa Jicia' n]ep[i 6.]. 
The principal objection to v. Scala's restor- 
ation is that it leaves no room for the terms of 
the oath to be taken. This would be most irregular 
(cf. Wentker, Sizilien undAthen 66 f.) and it is awkward 

of 54 letters in 

to have to suppose, as do ML p. 8 , that the terms of 
the oath 'were probably recorded separately on 
another stele, or after the end of the decree and 
before the envoys' names'. 

8 The restoration Ei6e[LuoS] in line 15 is practically 
certain. The only possible, but unlikely, alternative 
would be Evlee[pos], cf. IG i2 81.1, 348.65. 

9 AM iv (879) 30-3. 
10 TAPA lxxv (I945) Io-I4. 
11 op. cit. (note io) 12. The difficulties of lines 2-4 

in Raubitschek's restoration have been well pointed 
out by Woodhead, op. cit. (note 3) 60. 

12 op. cit. (note 3) 6o. 
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It seems, however, impossible to read a definite lambda after the epsilon at the end of the 

preserved portion of line 3: the preserved vertical hasta allows a number of other readings 
besides lambda.l3 Furthermore, what little evidence we havel4 shows that Halikyai was a 
Sikel and not an Elymian community. This excludes the restoration 'EA[vuots]. I would 
accordingly suggest the following tentative restoration: 

Date uncertain ZTOIX 48 
vacat 

I [rrpEC ?Esj] 'EyefTral[ov ............... . .............. ] 
[... ...] ]Kvo 'AIr[ .......... ................. ] 

vacat 
Date uncertain ZTOIX 54 

(3)I [eaoxoe]v ret a/SoAL Kat [t6 SeO t ........... . 28 ..........] 
[.. ypaJ] eve Ap[ ............. 26 E '..' vaEots ] 

[Kat haAt]Kvaltois Ev[aL orvp,LtaXlav Kal hopKOV Kara Ta 'Eyeoralols av] 
[yKEJLiEV]a ra 7rpos 'AO[evacos hocavrTos? Tro Se act1auoa roSE -roy ypatktk] 

5 [actra res. f]oA?S avay[pacdaa7 4 7Vro'AcL ev rel avCret cTreAEL ev het avay] 

[eyparrrat Kca] rrepl 'E[yETaratov -ra EcaTE?crTxlvEa r&t SedLOt vacat ] 

We thus have in the first two lines as an appendix to IG i2 19 what is probably a list of the 
ambassadors who came from Egesta. The new decree beginning at line 3, in which the 
names of neither the prytanising tribe, the grammateus, the epistates nor the proposer can be 
restored, records an alliance between Athens and Halikyai, a small Sikel settlement in the 
neighbourhood of Egesta, on the same terms as that between Athens and Egesta (lines 2-4). 
Provision is made for this decree to be inscribed on the same stele as that on which the 
alliance with Egesta had already been inscribed (lines 4-5). 

II 

The next step is to attempt to date the two decrees. It is most regrettable that in the 
prescript of IG i2 19, line 3, the letters before -ov in the archon's name have been worn 
smooth during the stone's long use as a threshold. Nevertheless, the last two letters provide 
a starting point. If one restricts one's attention, as is reasonable, to the period between the 
reforms of Ephialtes in 462/I and the beginning of the second Athenian expedition to Sicily 
in 415, one finds five archons whose names end in -wv: )'Appwv (458/7), 'AprTlwcov (454/3), 
'ETratJE1vwv (429/8), 'Aptalrwv (42 i/o) and 'Av-rtnbv (418/7). Close examination of the two 

letter-spaces on the stone before -ov reveals traces of what may be a phi (<) or a rho (p) 
preceded by an iota (i) or a beta (/) .15 It is true that these marks might be scratches, but 
until this is confirmed by study under magnification by an expert crystallographer16 let us 
regard them as traces of inscribed letters. This enables us to exclude 'Aptiar]ov, 'E,Traqeiv]ov 
and 'AptrT]ov, so that we are left with a choice between hd]f.pov (458/7) and 'Avr]tf6v 

13 For this and other objections to Woodhead's cance of his observations for his own restoration 
restoration cf. M. T. Manni Piraino, Kokalos vi (1 960) 'E.[!ot,g], and K. Ziegler, PW s.v. 'Halikyai' against 
58-70 with Woodhead's reply in SEG xxi 36. It Unger, Philologus xxxv (I876) 2I f. 
must be admitted against Woodhead that the 15 Cf. W. K. Pritchett, AJA lix (i955) 59; H. B. 
restoration [hd 'EyecTralotg criv] in line 4 produces Mattingly, Historia xii (I963) 268-9. 
clumsy Greek. 18 Cf. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia xxxiv (I965) 

14 Thuc. vii 32. , cf. Raubitschek, op. cit. (note io) 132-3 n. 7. 
I3-14, who seems to have failed to realise the signifi- 
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(418/7). The shape and position of the traces seem marginally to favour the to of'Avr].iov 
rather than the .3p of had].pov,'7 but there is one serious epigraphical objection of a general 
nature against reading 'Avr].Lov. Russell Meiggs' recent study of letter-forms in fifth 
century Athenian inscriptions has established that in definitely dated inscriptions three- 
barred sigmas (7) do not occur after c. 445 and tailed rounded rhos (R) not after 438.18 
Yet both these forms occur in IG i2 I9+. Accordingly, what now for long will be the 
standard edition of important fifth century and earlier Greek inscriptions19 retains 
Raubitschek's date of the archonship of Habron (458/7) for IG i2 I9+. 

There is at first sight much that is difficult about an Athenian alliance with Egesta as 
early as 458/7. Athens was then busy winning control of the Saronic Gulf and supporting 
the Egyptian revolt against Persia (Thuc. i I04-Io6). Her influence in the Corinthian 
Gulf was still minimal. It is true that alliance with Megara had given her Pegai (Thuc. i 
Io3.4),20 but she had not yet settled the Messenians at Naupaktos,21 had no secure landing 
points on the north-west coast from Oiniadai (cf. Thuc. i I I .3)22 to Kerkyra, no alliances 
with cities in S. Italy and E. Sicily23 and had not yet even achieved her first periplous of the 
Peloponnese (Thuc. i io8.5).24 How in these circumstances could she possibly make a 
meaningful alliance with a remote Elymian city in W. Sicily? Of course, it was the 
Egestaians who came and asked for alliance and the Athenians in the enthusiasm of the 
annus mirabilis of the Erechtheid casualty list (IG i2 929)25 might have thought that they had 
nothing to lose by offering the Egestaians token alliance in the most general terms. The 
difficulty lies rather in understanding why in 458/7 the Egestaians were prepared to seek help 
so far afield as Athens. Their danger, of which we know nothing,26 must have been 
considerable and their isolation nearer home in Sicily quite total. Surely they, at least, 
must have considered their mission worthwhile. Furthermore, at least one man at Athens 
itself, Euphemos, as we can see from his rider in IG i2 19, lines 15-18, expected further 
embassies from Egesta and made provision for their proper reception. And yet what 
self-deception was this on both sides at a time when it was practically impossible for Athens 
to send fighting forces to W. Sicily! 

17 Cf. H. B. Mattingly, op. cit. (note 15) 268-9. 
B. Meritt, BCH lxxxviii (i964) 413-I5 showed that 
Pritchett's earlier arguments, op. cit. (note I5) 59, 
against reading B were not strong and argued himself 
that the position of the epsilon immediately above the 
disputed vertical hasta or scratch in fact suggested 
that f, should be read rather than ., T or 9p. Meritt's 

observations, together with Pritchett's reply, op. cit. 
(note I6) I32-3 n. 7, have made it impossible for 
purely epigraphical considerations to decide our 
choice between hcd]ppov (458/7) and 'AvP] gpTv (418/7). 

18 JHS lxxxvi (1966) 86-98, especially Table I, 
p. 92. 

19 ML 37. 
20 The date of the Athenian alliance with Megara 

is uncertain, but it must fall before 458/7. 
21 I would in general support the arguments of 

D. WV. Reece, JHS lxxxii (I962) I II-20. 
22 Late summer 455 would seem to be the earliest 

possible date for Perikles' unsuccessful attack on 
Oiniadai. 

23 S. Accame (Riv. Fil. Ixiii [I935] 73), arguing 
from historical probability and the use of naratod in 
Thuc. iii 86.3 Kara zes nataldv v/uiaxZav, wished to 
make Athenian alliances with Rhegion and Leontinoi, 

which he dated c. 460, precede alliance with Egesta. 
I agree with the argument from historical probability 
that alliance with Rhegion and/or Leontinoi should 
precede alliance with Egesta. Thuc. iii 86.3 Kara ze 
zata,altv $vauaXtiav is difficult, but I do not believe 
that it can be used to support individual, formal 
alliances with Rhegion and Leontinoi earlier than 
433/2. See further Appendix, pp. 144-6. 

24 The probable date of Tolmides' periplous is late 
summer, 456. See above note 2I. 

25 IG i2 929 almost certainly records casualties of 
the 458 campaigning season, cf. A. W. Gomme, 
Commentary on Thucydides i 412 n. 2. 

26 Diodoros xi 86.2 records under the archonship 
of Ariston (454/3) a war between the Egestaians and 
the Lilybaitai: KaTa 6e Triv ZlKeil2av 'Eyearaiots Kal 
AtivflaitatQ evear no'Aeslog nept' zXpag T~4; Apo; TrO 

Maradpc zeoxa,uc. As Lilybaion was not founded until 
396 after the destruction of Motye, scholars have been 
unwilling to leave his text alone (but cf. Ziegler PW 
s.v. 'Lilybaion', Wentker, op. cit. [note 7] 59 for the 
possibility that the later town was named after the 
inhabitants of the area who had long been called 
Lilybaitai). Ativfairatls has been emended to 
'AAtKvaiost (first by Kohler, op. cit. [note 9] 31-2) 
and <npdo; 'eltvovvWiovg> been inserted into the text 
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A second objection is slightly more complicated. If one allows consideration of letter- 
forms to compel the dating of IG i2 I9+ to 458/7, then one can hardly not allow the same 
consideration to compel the dating of IG i2 20-, the alliance between Athens and Halikyai, 
to the last third of the fifth century. The letter-forms of this decree would seem by orthodox 
criteria to fit best +420.27 One is thus obliged first to find a satisfactory occasion +420 
for an alliance between Athens and Halikyai and secondly to explain why this alliance was 
to be on the same terms as that made between Athens and Egesta about thirty years before 
and was to be inscribed on the same stone. Raubitschek, following Classen's interpretation 
of Thuc. vi 6.2 (r7jv yevotevrv Em AaX77roS Ka Troiv IporEpov TroAhE o4v [AEOVTrWV]28 ol 

'EyearacLotL evLhUtaXlav avalct/iv-aKovrEs), believed that the Egestaians had renewed their 
alliance with Athens in 427/6 and supposed them at that time to have arranged a similar 
alliance to their own between Athens and their neighbours at Halikyai.29 This would give 
both a satisfactory date for the Halikyai alliance and a satisfactory explanation of its 

inscription beneath the earlier Egesta alliance. Unfortunately, however, Raubitschek's 

position rests, as we shall see, upon an untenable interpretation of Thuc. vi 6.2. Woodhead 
realised this and proposed instead c. 433/2 as a possible date for the same series of events.30 
It is true that in that year Athens made, almost certainly for the first time,31 alliances with 
Rhegion and Leontinoi (IG i2 51 and 52). But it is by no means certain, as Woodhead 
wants to believe, that general renewal of existing western alliances was then Athenian policy 
or that there had been active Athenian diplomacy in the West.32 After Korinth and 
Sparta had encouraged Syracuse to form a Dorian front in Sicily,33 the Chalkidian (i.e. 

after Ev?Erol ndAe/yoS (first by Beloch, Hermes xxviii 
[I893] 630). But all of this is highly uncertain. It 
would now appear to be difficult to date the Athenian 
alliance with Halikyai (IG i2 20-) before c. 430 (see 
below note 27) and the most recent editor of the 
inscription from Temple G at Selinous suggests for 
this a date after the Athenian defeat in Sicily in 413 
(W. Calder, The Inscription from Temple G at Selinus 
[GRBS Monograph no. 4], cf. GRBS v [1964] 113-19 
and ML 38). In any case, we simply do not know 
if whatever it was that happened in 454/3 had been 
brewing since the early 45os or not (contra S. Accame, 
Riv. Fil. lxxx [1952] I27-35, Wentker, op. cit. 
[note 7] 6o). 

27 Cf. Raubitschek, op. cit. (note o) n. IO. The 
early view that IG i2 19 + and 20- must belong to the 
same year, or at least to the same historical context 
(cf. Lolling, op. cit. [note 2] Io6) has recently been 
revived by M. T. Manni Piraino, op. cit. (note 13). 
Her theory is open to the objection that no orthodox 
epigraphist would want to put the letter-forms of 
IG i2 20- as early as the 450s. Mattingly, op. cit. 
(note I5) 273 n. 76, concludes in much the same way 
from the absence of the archon's name in the pre- 
script of IG i2 20- that the two decrees belong to the 
same year, 418/7. 

28 For Steup's summary of Classen's reasons for 
removing AeovTlvwv from the text see Classen-Steup, 
Thuk. vi Anhang 249. 

29 op. cit. (note io) I4. 
30 op. cit. (note 3) 60. 
31 Cf. ML 63 and 64. Meiggs and Lewis admit 

that the hypothesis of renewal of treaties concluded 
earlier in the 440s hardly gives a satisfactory explana- 
tion of the reinscribed prescripts. See Appendix 

pp. 144-6 for a full treatment of the question 
32 The date of Diotimos' visit to Neapolis (scholiast 

on Lykophron, Alexandra 732-3, cf. Tzetzes ad loc.) 
is quite uncertain. It would seem unwise to place 
too much weight on Tzetzes' words, 6 Ato'rtqoc 68 
eiN Nedno,tv 2QOev, ore arparilyog dv rCov 'AOyvatcov 
E&Om2EeLt Trot ZtIKeAOl and insist that the visit be 
dated to the 45os (cf. De Sanctis, Riv. Fil. Ixiii [I935] 
71-2; M. T. Manni Piraino, op. cit. [note 13] 64-5). 
We know that Diotimos served as general at the battle 
of Sybota in 433 (Thuc. i 45.2 cf. IG i2 295+ = 
ML 6i) and it is possible that his journey westwards 
be dated then (see Raubitschek, op. cit. [note Io] Io 
n. 4) in complete disregard of Tzetzes' words 6'e 
EoIei0E : TOt; L2tKeAog. But it is surely just as likely 
that the visit occurred sometime during the first or 
second Sicilian expedition with Tzetzes' orpaTr1yo6 ojv 
simply a wrong guess and ZItK:0o1G a mistake for 
tZiKet6Talg. A further possibility would be that 
Diotimos was a colleague of Phaiax in 422 (Thuc. 
v 4.i). 

33 Korinthian and Spartan diplomatic activity in 
Sicily may well have begun very soon after the battle 
of Sybota in August 433 and extended through the 
following winter: cf. ML p. 173 for correct emphasis 
on the aorist participle at Thuc. ii 7.2, TOg raKeivWov 

Nothing obliges us to put the alliances with 
Rhegion and Leontinoi before spring 432. Athens' 
alliance with Akarnania (Thuc. ii 68.8) was likewise 
probably concluded in spring 432 (cf. Wade-Gery, 
JHS lii [1932] 2I6 n. 45, Gomme, Commentary ii 
ad loc.) and was defensive rather than offensive in 
purpose. 
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Ionian) cities of Rhegion and Leontinoi might well have been frightened into sending 
embassies of their own accord34 to the 'Ionian metropolis', Athens, embassies which the 
Athenians could not refuse but which they had little hope in the immediate circumstances 
of satisfying.35 There is absolutely no evidence to suggest that the non-Greek cities of 
Egesta and Halikyai regarded themselves as involved in the impending inter-Greek hostilities 
in Sicily or felt any necessity to strengthen or conclude alliances with Athens. 

It is strange that no supporter of 45817 for the alliance with Egesta has so far suggested 
416/5 for its renewal and the new alliance with Halikyai, i.e. for IG i2 20-. But it was then 
that Egestaians were certainly present at Athens pleading for help against Selinous (Thuc. vi 
6.2-3). A suitable opportunity for negotiations leading to alliance with Halikyai would 
occur while there were Athenians in the neighbourhood at Egesta investigating that city's 
financial resources (Thuc. vi 6.3, 7. , 46.3-4). The date of 416/5 would fit admirably the 
first and only reference to Halikyai as ally of Athens in Thucydides' account of the 
413 campaign in Sicily (vii 32.I). Furthermore, one could satisfactorily explain the 
inscription of the Halikyai alliance beneath the forty-year-old Egesta alliance by the 
supposition that in 416/5 the Egestaians had reminded the Athenians of their old alliance 
and, in effect, had had it renewed. To have a new alliance now made with Halikyai on the 
same terms as their own alliance forty years ago and, moreover, to have this new alliance 
inscribed beneath the forty-year-old inscription recording their own original alliance would 
have meant for the Egestaians clear Athenian recognition that their own old alliance still 
held good. 

However, before this final suggestion is accepted as a reasonable reconciliation of the 
epigraphical and the literary evidence, let us look carefully at the much-discussed passage 
Thuc. vi 6.2: 

CorTe T?7V yevoJLev ITv ET' Aax7rTos Kat Trov TrpoTepov TroAeluov AeovrTvwv o'. 'Eyecrra-ot evkU&aX`av 
avalixWvraKovres rovs 'A%rlvacovs eSEovro ar>ia& vaTs rrTEavTres cravvat. 

This must be translated: 'so that the Egestaians, making repeated (avaqupv7cKovTres) mention 
of the (sc. Athenian) alliance concluded with Leontinoi at the time of Laches and the previous 
war, kept asking the Athenians to send ships and come to their (sc. the Egestaians') aid'. 
What commentators have found surprising is that the Egestaians appeal not to an alliance 
between themselves and Athens but to one between Leontinoi and Athens. Accordingly, 
Classen, Poppo-Stahl, Busolt36 and, most recently by implication, Raubitschek,37 have all 
supported the deletion of AeovrtiVWV and supposed an alliance, or rather renewal of alliance, 
between Athens and Egesta c. 427/6, an alliance unfortunately not mentioned earlier by 
Thucydides in his account of the first Sicilian expedition. An alternative to such drastic 
deletion has been the suggestion that Aeovr[vwv be taken as a subjective or defining genitive 
with -roA4lov rather than with evtppaXlav.38 But subjective or defining genitives with 7roAE/pos 
are rare in Attic Greek, and particularly in Thucydides,39 and the difficulty of Thucydides' 
earlier failure to mention such an Athenian-Egestaian alliance remains. Steup retained 
Aeovrtvwv with (vjciaXtav and revived the old view that Thucydides meant the Egestaians 

34 We do not know when the war referred to in 36 Griechische Geschichte iii I275 n. I. 
Thuc. iii 86.2 broke out. It is at least possible that 37 op. cit. (note Io) 14. 
it was already threatening in 433 when Sparta and 38 Cf. E. Roos, Opuscula Atheniensia iv (I962) 12-15 
Korinth tightened their connection with Syracuse for a detailed examination of this possibility. 
and the Dorian cities in Sicily. This would then 39 Cf. K. J. Dover, Proc. of Camb. Phil. Soc. clxxxiii 
have further encouraged Rhegion and Leontinoi in N.S. 3 (1954-5) 4. Roos, op. cit. (note 38) 14 gives 
their appeal to Athens. only one example from Thucydides, i I8I.4 tlg oiv 

35 See Appendix p. I46 for further treatment of the oaat t,jucov o noaseuog; 
Athenian attitude towards Rhegion and Leontinoi 
in spring 432. 
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to be referring to an Egestaian, rather than an Athenian, alliance with Leontinoi made 
c. 427/6.40 But, if it is illogical for A's appeal to X to depend upon B's previous alliance 
with X, it is surely just as illogical for A's appeal to X to depend upon A's previous alliance 
with B, especially, once again, when the latter is otherwise unattested. The most recent 
commentator on the passage, K. J. Dover,41 has insisted that Thucydides must be allowed 
to mean what he says-that the Egestaians based their request for Athenian aid upon 
Athens' previous alliance with Leontinoi-and he points out that the abnormal word-order 
and juxtaposition of AEov-rivwv ol 'Eyearralot exactly conveys Thucydides' own sense of the 

logical and diplomatic outrage involved. But Dover does not ask why the Egestaians did 
not appeal to their own old alliance with Athens. For Jowett42 in his blessed disregard of 
IG i2 19 and 20 the answer was simple: Egesta, having had no previous alliance with Athens, 
first concluded one now in 4 I6/5, sometime between the appeal of Thuc. vi 6.2 and the first 

unambiguous, if ironical, reference to the Egestaians as allies of Athens at vi IO.5 (cf. 13.2, 

33.2, 77.I), probably at the assembly described at vi 8.2. This view has the clear support 
of Diodoros' source for the circumstances of the Egestaian appeal, xii 82.7: 

oL ' 'EyEUaraZoL rar7TELvWOEETE KaC Ka' Eavrovs OVK OvrTES adtlcaxoL, To [EV TrrpWrov 'AKpa- 

yaVTwVOVS KaO K vpaKoatovs r7EtO?Oov ovuaXoractl a' rrOTVXOvT7ES 6fE 7oTwV EE1V eLEreJav lTpeufPevratS 

ELS Tr7v Kapx8-6o'va, 8EOILEVOL Por0OloaL ov 7Tpo(crEXovTXOV 8' avrcL v, E'riTrovv TLva 8aTo'vTLov 

cavJLLaXiav otls crvvrppyTrcE cravTroJbLaZov. 

and xii 83.3: 

7rapayevojlevcov oVv eCs ras 'AOGrvas TWrV 7Tpea/ecWov, Kal TrJv i'v Aeovrivcov TrIv avyyeveLav 
7rpO9EpojLEV0jv KaL Trv rTTpov7TaLpXovcrav oVjljucaXtLav, Trv 8' 'EyeaoraTcv ET7rayyEAAofLevcov xprjiaTcov 
TrE TrA00os 8C?EW Et eSTOV 7ro6AELOv Kal UVFJVCUaXLqrfEtv KaLTa 763v ZvpaKOctxoiv, fSOeE ToZ s AO'A vatoLS 
EK7TTE.at J TLvas TCoV apatrcov avSpwv KaL 6LaaKe/iacrOaL -ra KaTa Tr1'v vrj0ov Ka' rovs 'Eyearalovs. 

The difference here between the Leontinoi who were already allies and the Egestaians who 
were not is clearly marked by the antithesis -r3v juv AEovrTvWv . . . -rv 7rpovrapXovaav 
avaXtiav, -rcv 8' 'Eyearctalv KrT. However, in the presence of IG i2 19 and 20 Jowett's 
simple explanation of the literary tradition is clearly no longer tenable. The orthodox 
supporter of 458/7 for the Egesta alliance must now adopt one of a number of more compli- 
cated attitudes. He can simply and fashionably ignore Diodoros; he can excuse Thucydides' 
ignorance of a forty-year-old alliance; and he can even maintain that so old an alliance- 
and moreover a 'stone-alliance' never acted upon-was as good as dead and not worth 
appealing to by the Egestaians. However, one should feel some discomfort, at least, in 
ignoring Diodoros. As for Thucydides, he not merely does not mention any previous 
alliance between Athens and Egesta but his words seem positively to indicate that there was 
no such alliance.43 Finally, as far as the age and validity of the alliance is concerned, in an 

40 Classen-Steup, Thuk. vi Anhang 249, cf. the 42 Commentary on Thucydides ii 344. 
conclusion of Roos, op. cit. (note 38) 20. 43 The definite implication of Thuc. vi 6.2, 

41 A. W. Gomme, A. Andrewes and K. J. Dover, Aeovrt'lVv ol 'Eyeasraot tv[qaZiav dvajuvrlaKovreg, is 
A Historical Commentary on Thucydides iv 221. I cannot that the Egestaians at least did not mention any 
agree with Dover's alternative suggestion that Txv earlier alliance of their own with Athens. I shall 
yevojEvrjv Aeovrivov vy/aZxlav might mean not 'the argue below that at the time of the initial appeal 
act of alliance which was made' but 'the fighting-on- referred to by these words, i.e. in 418/7, Egesta did 
the-same-side which occurred'. Dover can cite no not in fact have any alliance of its own with Athens. 
good parallel for such a usage of $vj/uuaza: the more On the other hand, Thucydides probably intended 
usual, precise use is found at e.g. Thuc. ii 68.7-8, cf. the Egestaians to be included in rotg npoayeyev,evio1t 
further Steup's arguments against Classen in Classen- $vkuaJdxoe (vi 6.i, cf. Dover, op. cit. [note 4I] ad loc.), 
Steup, Thuk. vi Anhang 249. with Tov'g Aotrovi?g vCrt dvzdovq and -r:v V:o)orowv 
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atmosphere of Athenian concern to emulate their fathers' glorious achievements (Thuc. vi 
17.7, i8.6) it would have shown treacherous negligence on the part of the Egestaian embassy 
in 416 not to have been continually reminding the Athenians of the alliance of their fathers 
with Egesta and the oath they had sworn in the archonship of Habron, preserved on stone 
and standing on the Akropolis; it is not as if the alliance had been forgotten, if one adopts 
Woodhead's or Raubitschek's date of 433/2 or 427/6 respectively for its renewal, or, if one 
prefers the third alternative of 416/5 suggested above, was to remain forgotten. E. Roos 
suggested in desperation that IG i2 I9+ recorded a treaty of friendship rather than full 
alliance and noted that 'there is, in fact, in the whole inscription not a single letter preserved 
of the word XavtulaxIa'.44 This enabled him, while allowing that from the 45os onwards 
there existed a treaty of friendship (IG i2 I9+) with Egesta, to date the first conclusion of an 
Athenian avJLtJaXJla with Egesta to the assembly described in Thuc. vi 8.2 and so to satisfy 
the implication of Thuc. vi 6.2 and the clear statement of D. S. xii 82.7 and 83.3. However, 
even this last attempt must be judged to have failed, as no such treaties of friendship are 
known from the fifth century.45 

Such perplexity methodologically justifies a return to the beginning and a re-examination 
of major premisses. Of the two archons' names possible in IG i2 19, line 3, hd].fpov and 
'Avrr] O6v, the second was excluded because two letter-forms found in IG i2 I9+, the three- 
barred sigma (f) and the tailed rounded rho (R), do not occur in dated Athenian inscrip- 
tions after c. 445 and 438 respectively. Let us for the moment, desperately rather than 
rebelliously, suppose that this fact is insufficient to exclude the possibility of restoring 
'Avr]TO6v and of thus dating the Athenian alliance with Egesta to 418/7. This date is 
historically as eminently suitable as 458/7 was shown above to be unsuitable. Athens by 
now had a long-established centre of influence in the Korinthian Gulf at Messenian-held 
Naupaktos.46 She was in occupation of Pylos47 and had full control of the periplous of the 

Peloponnese. Secure landing points were available from Oiniadai48 to Kerkyra.49 She 
had been in alliance with Rhegion and Leontinoi since 433/250 and militarily present in 
Sicily itself from 427 to 424.51 In 425 a total Athenian fleet of 60 ships52 had operated in 
Sicilian waters and as recently as 422 the Athenians had been diplomatically active in 
Sicily and S. Italy.53 It was thus quite natural in 418/7 for the Egestaians to appeal to 
Athens for help against Selinous and for an alliance to be concluded. The demagogue 
Archedemos o yAadc)Wv54 would fit admirably as the proposer of the main decree in IG i2 19 
line 3 and Euphemos, Athenian ambassador to Kamarina in winter 4I5/4,55 as the author 
of the rider in lines I5-I7. 

Zt ~vjiudXocov (vi 6.2) deliberately left vague. The 
first passage refers to the post-alliance situation of 
416/5 and in the second and third Thucydides has 
already slipped dishonestly by the alliance into the 
post-alliance situation of 417-16. See further below 
p. 136 and Appendix p. 146 for the Tendenz implicit 
here. 

44 op. cit. (note 38) 22. 
45 ML p. 82. 
46 Naupaktos was first captured by the Athenians 

in late summer, 456 (see above note 21), first used as 
an Athenian naval base in winter 430/29 (Thuc. ii 
69.1) and, despite a number of Spartan attempts 
(cf. Thuc. ii 80.i, iii Ioo), not recaptured from the 
Messenians until 40I/0 (D. S. xiv 34). 

47 Pylos was held from 425 (Thuc. iv 3 if.) with a 
Messenian and/or Athenian garrison (Thuc. iv 41, 
cf. v 35, 56) until it was recaptured by the Spartans, 
possibly in 409 (D. S. xiii 64.5-7). 

48 Oiniadai was finally won for Athens in 424 

(Thuc. iv 77) after a number of unsuccessful earlier 
attempts to capture it (Thuc. i I I I, cf. above note 22, 
and iii 7). 

49 In alliance with Athens since 433 (Thuc. i 44) 
and further committed to Athens after the victory of 
the Athenian party in the stasis of 427-25 (Thuc. 
iv 48), Kerkyra sent troops to fight on the Athenian 
side in Sicily in 413 (Thuc. vii 57.7). 

50 Cf. above note 31. 
51 Thuc. iii 86, 90, 99, I03, I I5, iv 2.2, 24-5, 48.6, 

58-65. 
52 The first expedition consisted of 20 ships (Thuc. 

iii 86.1); later, an additional 40 ships were voted 
(iii I 5.4) and sent (iv 2.2). 

53 Thuc. v 4-5. 
54 For Archedemos and the evidence for his 

activity during the period 421-I5 see Mattingly, 
op. cit. (note 15) 270 n. 65. 

55 Thuc. vi 75.4, 8i-8. I would suggest identity 
of this Euphemos with the archon of 417/6 (D. S. xii 



However, at first sight an alliance in 418/7 would seem to be even more incompatible 
with the implications of Thuc. vi 6.2 than one in 458/7. Whatever could have possessed 
the Egestaian ambassadors in 416 to ignore their own recent alliance with Athens and 
continually mention instead the Athenian alliance with Leontinoi? The solution must be 
that, in giving the background in vi 6 to the Athenian intention-announced already at 
vi I.i and picked up again at vi 6.3-to attempt interference in Sicily, Thucydides is not 
as chronologically precise as he might have been.56 Normally he is quite careful with 
indications of time when giving the background material.57 However, in vi 6, although he 
admits that the Egestaians were by no means immediately successful with their appeals to 
the Athenians (vi 6.3, cv aKoVOVTes ol 'AOrqvactot v ralt E?KKAXr7clas rco3v TE 'Eyearalwv 
TToAAaKLS AeyoVTcov Kat r-Wv cvvayopevovTcov aVTro ts ErtflcaavTO TrrpEafEs rrtEfcbal), he fails to 
make clear that their initial reference to Athens' previous alliance with Leontinoi (vi 6.2) 
was in order to secure alliance for themselves as early as 418/7 and that they and their 
Athenian supporters then had to appeal to the Athenians to act upon that alliance again and 
again (vi 6.3) until well into 416. We should expect such chronological compression from 
Diodoros, and indeed we get it at xii 82.7 and 83.3, wrongly, but quite typically included 
under 416/5, the date of the 'peg' event, the Athenian decision to interfere in Sicily, but we 
should not have expected it from Thucydides.58 It may be that the fault is not Thucydides' 
own; his source may have failed to make clear to him the precise course of events. But one 
cannot help suspecting that Thucydides himself has preferred to leave in obscurity the 
whole question of when precisely in the events leading up to the Sicilian expedition the 
Athenians made their alliance with Egesta. For him to have admitted that the Athenian 
demos wavered first one way and then the other and for so long resisted the appeals of the 
Egestaians would have spoiled the impression he otherwise wishes to give of an ignorant, 
impassioned demos rushing to its ruin.59 

It is now time to return to IG i2 I9+, lines 4-7 (see above note 7). If it is granted that 
Athenian alliance with Egesta followed after the Egestaian appeal of Thuc. vi 6.2 in 418/7, 
then the following restoration becomes possible: 

[[Los Eti7E- XavtpJuaXtav Kal hopKOV60 'AOevalo3s KacLa] oaToL 4l[eov] 

5 [rivots Evat Kal 'EyEa-ra]to[ts' Ka-ra 8c 7aSE ouo'ra] 'A[OEvalos a] 

[v-LaxoL E(ropEOa 'EyearatoLs e altStov rLcr-ro]t, To[]61 ?[e 'EyeLT] 

[alos oloaa'uat hoaav'os- 7i]EP[ e p T]o[. ... 

8 .I, IG i2 96.3, etc.). He probably served on the 
boule in 420/19 (cf. Meritt, Hesperia xxi [ 952] 344 ff.; 
Mattingly, op. cit. [note 15] 268 n. 53). His later 
diplomatic service at Kamarina suggests that he 
might have been present with Phaiax in 422 (Thuc. 
v 4.6), worked on Phaiax' behalf in securing the 
Egestaian embassy an audience in 417 (see below 
p. 142 with note 13) and used his position as archon 
in 417/6 to give underhand assistance in securing the 
ostracism of Hyperbolos (see below p. 143). For the 
archon's function at the ostrakophoria see Philochoros, 
FGrH 328 F 30; Plut. Aristeid. 7.6; Andok. iv 7. 

56 The Te at Thuc. vi 6.2 'EyeaTaicov -ce znpaflet 
napovreg Kai nrpoOvzo'drepov esttKaAovj/Levot, awkwardly 
picked up later at vi 6.3 Trcv re 'Eyearaiwv zroAAdaKtg 
S.eyOvrCov Ka tc T5v vvayopev6dvrwv av3Tog (see Classen's 

views wrongly rejected by Steup in Classen-Steup 
ad loc.) would seem to betray excessive compression 
in Thucydides at this point in working in his back- 
ground material. 

57 Cf. Thuc. iii 34.1-2, 86.2-3, v. 4.2-4. 

58 But there is in Thuc. i 57-8 (cf. Gomme, Com- 
mentary i ad loc.) chronological awkwardness similar 
to that which may be present in vi 6.2. 

59 For Thucydides' view that the Athenians had 
been interested in the possibility of extending their 
arche to Sicily as early as winter 434/3 see below 
p. I44, note I26. For his insistence on the ignorance, 
stupidity and passion of the Athenian demos in 415 cf. 
vi I.I, 6.i, 8.2, 8.4, 9-3, 15, 1, 9.1, 24-6. It is 
interesting to note the occurrence throughout vi 1-26 
of opuiaOal (6.I, 19.1, 24.2), ?gple'Oat (6. , 6.4, 11.5), 
EmtOvuia (Io.I, I3.I, 24.2, 24.4, cf. 15.2, I5.4), 
dpgyeaOat (0o.5, cf. 16.6) and epwo9 I3.I, 24.3). 

60 Cf above note 3 for McGregor's attractive 
restoration of [Xavjulaxtia Kal hop]Ko[s] in line i. 

61 The article with plural ethnics is rare (cf. D. M. 
Lewis, BSA xlix [I954] 23 quoting Meisterhans, 
GA13 I20 n. 12) but, as Lewis notes, there is at 
least one secure instance in SEG x 69.3, T[o] s 
[MvrTtAev]atotg. 
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IG i2 20- will now follow either in the same year of 418/7 (see above note 27) or later in 

416/5 (see above p. I33) and the restoration [es3 ai8tov] becomes possible, perhaps preferable, 
instead of [hocavTros] in line 4 (see above p. 130). 

We are, however, still faced with the problem of the letter-forms of IG i2 I9+. From 
446 to 43I Meiggs62 lists 55 dated Attic inscriptions which show the four-barred sigma (~), 
52 of which also show the tailless rounded rho (P). There is just one isolated 'wild' tailed 
rho (R) in the final Parthenos account of 438, IG i2 354. How, if one dates IG i2 I9+ to 

418/7, is one to explain this earlier consistent series of decrees from 446 to 431 showing more 
advanced letter-forms than IG i2 I9+ ? There are three earlier inscriptions which may 
help to suggest a solution to our problem: 

A. an inscription on the altar of Apollo in the Pythion dedicated by Peisistratos, son of 

Hippias (ML II) 
B. an inscription in the same hand on a dedication at the Ptoion sanctuary in Boiotia 

by Hipparchos, brother ofHippias (BCHxliv [I92o] 237 f, cf. ML i , commentary) 
C. an inscription on a memorial of Kallimachos, polemarch at Marathon (ML I8). 

It is generally acknowledged that A and B are to be dated c. 520,63 whereas C is to be dated 
thirty years later c. 490/89 soon after the battle of Marathon;64 and yet the older inscriptions, 
A and B, show more advanced letter-forms than C. The only possible explanation is that 
the Peisistratids 'chose a craftsman who was ahead of most of his contemporaries'.65 Now, 
if one looks again at Meiggs' 57 dated inscriptions from 446 to 43I, one can see that 42 of 
them are in fact account-lists: quota lists 9-15 from the first stele and i6-23 (excluding i8) 
from the second (cf. ML 39), the single stele carrying accounts I-I5 for the Parthenon 
(cf. ML 59), 7 of the surviving accounts seemingly on separate stelai for the chryselaphantine 
statue of Athene (cf ML 54) and the single stele carrying accounts i-6 for the Propylaia 
(cf. ML 60). It would be reasonable to assume that the job of recording lists in the same 
series was given year after year to the same master mason and his assistants. This need not 
necessarily, and clearly did not in fact,66 mean that the same individual mason was regularly 
employed on the same series, but simply that the same master mason regularly got the 
contract. Our lists constitute four series, three of which concern the Parthenon building 
programme-the Parthenos, Parthenon and Propylaia. Would it not be at least possible 
to suppose that the same group of masons working under Pheidias was responsible for them 
all? And may not Perikles have used his influence to secure for his friend Pheidias,67 at 
least from c. 447 onwards,68 the further contract for the year-by-year inscription of the quota 
lists ? And were not Pheidias and his assistants 'craftsmen who were ahead of most of their 
contemporaries'? It is quite reasonable to believe that when Pheidias was at Athens and 
the Akropolis building programme in full swing, there were many fine craftsmen available 
at Athens for incidental work on public inscriptions. However, in the late 430S the trial of 

62 op. cit. (note i8) 92, Table i. But note the 65 ML p. 20. 
so-called 'archaising' horos stone from the agora, 66 It is clear from e.g. A TL frag. 92 from the first 
archaeologically dated to the 42os and yet showing stele (see the photograph in A TL i 45, fig. 58) that 
a tailed rho (Meritt, Hesperia xxxvii [ 968] 291 quota lists 9 and I o were almost certainly not 
no. 33). inscribed by the same mason. 

63 The alternative suggestions of Meritt, Hesperia 67 Cf. Plut. Per. 13.6, 14-15. 
viii (I939) 62-5 and Raubitschek, Dedications from 68 The early career of Pheidias is obscure, especially 
the Athenian Akropolis 449 ff., of a later date in the as it would now seem certain that Pheidias worked 
49os for ML I I have been well answered by L. H. at Elis after working at Athens rather than vice versa, 
Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece 75 and cf. G. M. A. Richter, Hesperia xxxv (I966) I67 n. 5 
ML p. 20. quoting E. Kunze in Neue Deutsche Ausgrabungen im 

64 For proof that the whole inscription is subse- Mittelmeergebiet, 268 ff. 
quent to 490 see B. Shefton, BSA xlv (1950) 140-64, 
whose solution of the problem of dv]OeKev would 
appear to be the best so far suggested. 
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Pheidias,69 the prospect of the end of the building programme, the fear of war and finally 
war itself and the plague no doubt encouraged many of the better, itinerant masons to leave 
Athens. They left behind them, to be satisfied by a greater percentage of local masons 
more conservative than themselves, an increasing demand for the publication of decrees 
by inscription on stone. In these circumstances it would not be surprising that from c. 430 
onwards one should suddenly discover in public inscriptions, intermingled with the new, 
some old letter-forms re-emerging. 

But this may not satisfy the professional epigraphist. What one needs to secure the date 
of 418/7 for IG i2 I9+ is one or two firmly dated inscriptions from c. 420 with three-barred 
sigmas and the rest. Until these are discovered or shown conclusively not to exist, nagging 
uncertainty concerning the date of IG i2 19+ and many other crucial fifth-century 
inscriptions will remain. 

III 

However, it cannot be denied that to date IG i2 19+ to 418/7 would fit admirably into 
what we know of the internal political situation at Athens between 421 and 415 and it is 
perhaps worthwhile to conclude with a possible reconstruction of the history of this period 
on the hypothesis that IG i2 I9+ is to be dated to 418/7. It was a time of intense political 
rivalry between Hyperbolos, Nikias, Alkibiades and Phaiax. Deeply involved in this 
rivalry was the question of whether or not to send an expedition to Sicily, so that to under- 
stand fully the position in 421-15 one must first understand the development of earlier 
Athenian involvement in the West. 

This had begun, if my interpretation of the inscriptional evidence is correct, with 
Athenian support for the foundation of the 'third' Sybaris in 446/5.70 However, after the 
failure of the 'third' Sybaris and the foundation of the truly panhellenic Thourioi71 in 444/3 

69 The date of Pheidias' trial is uncertain, but cf. 
O. Lendle, Hermes lxxxiii (I955) 284-303 for good 
arguments in favour of 432/I. 

70 For the foundation of the 'second' Sybaris in 
453/2 see D. S. xi 90.3-4. It seems clear that 
Diodoros xii Io-I I in his account of the foundation of 
the 'third' Sybaris in 446/5 and the subsequent 
foundation of Thourioi (correctly dated to 444/3 by 
Plut. 835d and wrongly included by Diodoros under 
the same year as the 'third' Sybaris, i.e. 446/5) has 
badly muddled the details of what were in fact two 
separate foundations. For a thorough treatment of 
the whole question see Busolt, Griech. Gesch. iii 523, 
n. 3. 

It is interesting that the expelled Sybarites appealed 
in 446/5 to the Spartans before the Athenians (D. S. 
xii IO.3). That the Athenians took up their appeal 
(D. S. xii 10.4) may be explained not by the supposi- 
tion of nascent imperialistic ambitions in the West 
but by their need to stand by their supporters in the 
Peloponnese, especially in Achaia, whom they were 
about to sacrifice to Sparta in accordance with the 
terms of the Thirty Years Peace (Thuc. i I 15. I): to 
send them off to S. Italy was to rid themselves of an 
embarrassment, cf. Edmonds, The Fragments of Attic 
Comedy i 38 for the possible association of Kratinos' 
Drapetides with the 'flight to the West' of 445-43, 
rejected by V. Ehrenberg, AJP lxix (1948) I64 n. 53. 
One can hardly hold the Athenians at home respon- 

sible for the reaction of the newcomers to their 

subsequent domination by the original Sybarites 
(D. S. xii 11.1 -2). 

71 For Thourioi as a truly panhellenic foundation 
see Wade-Gery, op. cit. (note 33) 217-18, who attri- 
butes its panhellenism to Thucydides, son of Melesias. 
Ehrenberg, op. cit. (note 70) I60--I rejects the evidence 
for Thucydides' trial on his return from 'New 
Sybaris' (Anon. Life of Thuc. 7) and supposes a confu- 
sion with Thucydides' later trial in Aristophanes' 
Ach. 702 if. Ehrenberg's own reasons for detecting 
in the establishment of Thourioi Periklean imperialism 
behind a facade of panhellenism seem to me to be 
weak. If one accepts Seager's justified scepticism 
about Perikles' supposed Congress Decree (Historia 
xviii [1969] 129-41), then little evidence remains for 
Periklean panhellenism. In the particular case of 
Thourioi, Protagoras was doubtless a friend of 
Perikles (Plut. Per. 36.5, Plato, Protag. 314e-15a) but 
the extent of his legislative activity at Thourioi is 
uncertain (Diog. Laert. ix 8.50, 'HpaKiAse&l 6 
HIdorKO. . . Kat Oovpiotl vodFovg ypapat vrla lv av3ov 

[sc. llprorayopav], but cf. D. S. xii I I.3 for Charondas 
as nomothetes without mention of Protagoras); both 
Lampon and Xenokritos (D. S. xii Io.4) opposed 
Thucydides (cf. Plut. Per. 6.2-3, Anon. Life of Thuc. 7) 
but as there seem to have been a whole host of others 
involved, cf. Photios, s.v. 'Oovptoa'dvreltg', we know 
too little of the precise role of Lampon and Xenokritos 
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any Athenian chance of dominating the settlement was lost. Ten years later in 434/3 in 
opposition to Athenian claims Apollo was declared founder of Thourioi.72 To judge from 
Thucydides' admittedly scanty account it gave no assistance to the first Athenian expedition 
to Sicily from 427 to 424. By 4I5 it had become the refuge of discontented Athenian 
expatriates.73 It is true that in 413 after a hard internal political struggle74 Thourioi at 
last gave military support to the Athenians, but very soon after the Athenian defeat in Sicily 
we find ships from Thourioi fighting against Athens.75 Thus Athens' first venture in the 
West was a failure and was seen to be a failure already by the 430s. All that we know of 
Perikles' policies during the 430s suggests neglect of the West and concentration on 
Macedonia,76 the Thraceward area,77 the Hellespont and the Black Sea. Amphipolis was 
founded by Hagnon78 in 436; Perikles led his famous expedition to the Black Sea probably 
in 435/4;79 sometime before the revolt of Poteidaia in 432 Athens had supported the pretender 
to the Macedonian throne, Philip, against his brother Perdikkas80 and was already engaged 
in a military expedition against Macedonia at the time of Poteidaia's revolt.81 It is thus 
probable that Kerkyra's request for alliance in the winter of 434/3 proved something of a 
sudden embarrassment for both the Athenian assembly and Perikles. We know that the 
assembly met twice82 before deciding to conclude an epimachia with Kerkyra and hesitated 
at first to send more than ten ships in accordance with that alliance. We cannot be sure of 
what position Perikles himself adopted. He is absent from Thucydides' account of the 
affair and at least two of the generals in command of the two Athenian squadrons, 
Lakedaimonios and Drakontides,83 are known opponents of Perikles. Plutarch's story that 
Perikles supported aid to Kerkyra and chose to give Lakedaimonios only ten ships in order 
to humiliate him does not convince.84 We know that Kerkyra through the efforts of its own 
oligoi had from the start supported the exiled opponents of the Epidamnian demos85 and we 
also know that Sparta, presumably afraid of the growing power of Korinth, had earlier 
attempted unsuccessful diplomatic intervention on the side of Kerkyra against Korinth.86 
There was a sense, then, in which the Athenian demos in supporting Kerkyra was acting 
in the foundation of Thourioi; Herodotos may not 
have been a supporter of Perikles (cf. H. Strasburger, 
Historia iv [I955] 1-25) and, in any case, like Lysias 
(cf. K. J. Dover, Lysias and the Corpus Lysiacum 42) 
need not have gone to Thourioi until sometime after 
its initial foundation (see Jacoby, PW Suppl. II 
224-5, 242, but cf. 247); and finally Hippodamos, at 
least, was clearly no democrat, cf. Arist. Pol. I267 b 
22 ff. 

72 D. S. xii 35.I-3. 
73 Andok. iv 12. For the date of this pamphlet 

see below note 124. 
74 Thuc. vii 33.5-6, 35.1, 57. 1. 
75 Thuc. viii 35.I in the winter of 412/I. 
76 The suggestion of A TL iii 313 n. 61 that IG i2 71 

records Athens' first treaty with Perdikkas and is to 
be dated in the early 43os has little to recommend it. 
But it is clear from Thuc. i 57.2 that at some date 
before 432 a treaty of alliance and friendship was 
concluded between Athens and Perdikkas. 

77 Cf. A. G. Woodhead's proposed dating and 
interpretation of IG i2 45 (=ML 49) in CQ NS ii 
(I952) 57-62. A number of small places in the 
Thraceward area paid phoros for the first time from 
435 onwards under special rubrics (cf. ATL iii 87) 
and at about the same time the phoros of many 
established payers in the area was increased, see Hill, 
Sources for Greek History (rev. Meiggs and Andrewes), 

Table 3 III nos. 6, 9, I I, 12, 17, 20, 37, 42, 44, 46, 6o. 
78 It would seem clear from Plut. Per. 32.4 that 

Hagnon was a supporter of Perikles. For Hagnon's 
foundation of Amphipolis cf. Thuc. iv I02-3; Gomme, 
Commentary ii 164. 

79 Cf. Plut. Per. 20.1-2 and for the date Gomme, 
Commentary i 267. Contra, ATL iii II4--I7. 

80 Thuc. i 57.3. 
81 Thuc. i 56.6. 
82 Thuc. i 44 .1. 
83 For Lakedaimonios and the first squadron of 

io ships see Thuc. i 45.I-2 and for his enmity with 
Perikles see Plut. Kim. I6.I, Per. 29.I-2. For 
Drakontides in IG i2 295 + 20-I and his identity with 
the Drakontides of Plut. Per. 32.3 see ML p. i68. 

84 Plut. Per. 29.1-3 probably from Stesimbrotos, 
cf. Plut. Kim. I6.I, and part of the latter's polemic 
against Perikles. The transference of the responsi- 
bility for both squadrons from Lakedaimonios and 
his friends to Perikles well illustrates Stesimbrotos' 
cleverness in distorting the truth. Cf. Gomme, 
Commentary i I78. 

85 Thuc. i 24.5, 26.3. 
86 Thuc. i 28. with Gomme, Commentary i ad loc. 

For the extent of Korinthian influence in 435 before 
the battle of Leukimme see Thuc. i 27.2 and Thuc. 
i 46. i for the later position in 433 before the battle of 
Sybota. 
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both to the detriment of the Epidamnian demos, i.e. in opposition to its general policy of 
supporting the many throughout Greece,87 and to the advantage of Sparta. In this light 
the presence of Lakedaimonios as one of the generals in command of the first squadron to 
Kerkyra takes on an interesting significance. How to react to Kerkyra's request for 
alliance had clearly been a difficult problem for the Athenians, in that it was in Athenian 
interests not to allow Kerkyra to fall to the growing naval power of Korinth88 and yet to 
intervene would be to contravene the uneasy division of areas of influence established by the 
Thirty Years Peace.89 What finally tipped the balance in favour of a hesitant epimachia 
with Kerkyra may have been the support that this proposal received from an unexpected 
quarter, the lakonists at Athens. It will thus have been one of the ironies of history that 
the first act in a process of escalation towards a war later conceived by many at Athens as a 
vehicle for the imposition of empire and democracy on the Greek world should have been 
partly the responsibility of those at Athens to whom radical Athenian democracy and the 
further extension of its power were anathema. In so far as Sicily and the position of 
Kerkyra on the route to Sicily entered into the argument,90 it seems probable that what was 
stressed at the time was Kerkyra's usefulness in preventing food supplies and military aid 
from reaching the Peloponnese rather than in enabling Athenian offensive action against 
Sicily. 

In late summer 427 the Athenians for the first time sent a fleet to Sicily in the form of 
twenty ships under the command of Laches.91 For many in the assembly it was an act 
prompted by fear and designed to prevent the Syracusans and their Sicilian allies from 

coming to the aid of the Peloponnesians. For others it represented loyal support for Ionian 
kinsmen in accordance with alliances concluded more in fear than in any genuine desire to 
help kinsmen six years before:92 Gorgias had no doubt based his appeal to the assembly on 
alliance and kinship and such arguments must have had some effect.93 Very few thought 
of the possibility of Athenian conquest of Sicily.94 This at any rate is not how Laches, to 
judge from the way he conducted his campaign,95 understood the mood of the assembly 
that had authorised the expedition. In the winter of 426/5 the Athenians voted that 
Laches be replaced by Pythodoros immediately and that a reinforcement of forty ships be 
prepared to sail to Sicily in the spring under Sophokles and Eurymedon. They took this 
action at the request of their Sicilian allies, who maintained that they were losing ground 

87 Ps. Xen. Ath. Pol. 3.I0. 
88 Cf. Thuc. i 36.3, 44.2. 
89 Cf. Thuc. i 35, 36, 40, 43. 
90 Thucydides i 36.2, 44.3 emphasises the import- 

ance of this argument at the time. Against Gomme, 
Commentary i 171 one must insist that such emphasis 
may owe much to hindsight. As yet Athens had no 
alliances with Rhegion and Leontinoi (see above 
notes 23 and 31) and it seems clear that the first 
military intervention in Sicily in 427 was essentially 
defensive rather than offensive, see below. 

91 Thuc. iii 86.i. 
92 Thuc. iii 86.4, KaI reFl,?pav oi 'AOrvalot T:TQ elv 

oiKetlOlTos poqavaet fovdAouevol 6e 4ujte aOlrov E; Trv 
U17Eono'vvwaov aTysaOa aro'Oev c rA. For the element 
of fear involved in the original conclusion of alliances 
with Rhegion and Leontinoi in spring 432 (see above 
note 31) and still alive in 415 (cf. Thuc. vi 11.2-3, 
I8. i, 34.8, 36.4, 84.1) it is worth noting Thuc. ii 7.2: 
it was believed in 431 that the Dorian cities in Italy 
and Sicily were preparing to send 500 (or possibly 
200, see Gomme, Commentary ii ad loc.) ships to aid 
the Peloponnesians. 

93 For Gorgias see D. S. xii 53.2-5. The fighting 
in Sicily, both now (Thuc. iv 61.2-3) and later 
(Thuc. vi 6.2, 76.2, 77. , 80.3, 82.2) was clearly 
represented as a war between Ionian and Dorian. 
That this was indeed a genuine element in many 
Athenians' conception of the fighting in Sicily and 
the reason for Athenian involvement there would 
seem to be shown by Thucydides' concern to explode 
the 'myth' at vii 57-8. 

94 On Thuc. iii 86.4 nponet'pdv te notoiV,evol el 

aQirtl 6vvaTd ei?r zald v rTf EtKElAta pdayiara vnoxeXpta 
yeveaOat, I cannot agree with Gomme's second 
thoughts (Commentary ii 388) that npo'depa may 'point 
only to the greater expedition of Eurymedon and 
Sophokles in 425-4' (cf. Westlake, Historia ix (I960) 
391) and prefer his more considered opinion (Com- 
mentary ii 387) 'apparently written after the great 
campaign of 4I5-3, as most scholars suppose'. Here, 
surely, as at iv 60. I (dAyatg vavoal apovreS) and 60.2 
(n^E2ovi ntoTe aro'Ao e2AovxaS), Thucydides is writing 
with hindsight. 

95 Cf. H. D. Westlake, op. cit. (note 94) 385 if. 
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before the Syracusans.96 It is probable that the same allies gave considerable financial 
support to the Athenian fleet97 and Thucydides iii 115.4, a/la 8e flovA6?Evo tLEAEXTr7v rov 
vavTrlKOv ITOLELUOaL would seem to suggest that the majority of the Athenians voted for the 
reinforcement in order to keep the fleet in operation and the sailors employed.98 Once 
established, a fleet had to be maintained and used, i.e. the sailors had to be paid, if it was 
not to deteriorate rapidly99 and by the winter of 426/5 Athens' own financial resources were 
running out.100 To send a fleet to Sicily was to put it into cold storage at someone else's 
expense. By the spring of 424, however, the mood of the Athenians had changed. The 
Spartan prisoners from Sphakteria were at Athens, the Athenians held Pylos, the Spartans 
were at Athens' mercy'01 and Hyperbolos was talking in the assembly of sending Athenian 
ships to Carthage, presumably as part of a possible Athenian alliance with Carthage against 
Syracuse.102 It was now for the first time in the heady spring of 424 that the Athenians 
conceived of the possibility of extending their arche to Sicily. When their Sicilian allies 
made peace with the Syracusans at the Conference of Gela and the Athenian generals 
accepted the allies' decision and returned home they must have been surprised at the 
reception they received.'03 No doubt their prosecutors talked of their having received 
bribes against the best interests of Athens' Sicilian allies and kinsmen, but in fact Thucydides 
must now be right in insisting that they were condemned for having failed to humble 
Syracuse and extend the Athenian arche into Sicily,104 something which had been beyond 
the comprehension of the Athenians who had sent them to Sicily in 425. 

From the summer of 424 onwards the possibility of a second Athenian expedition to 
Sicily, ultimately aimed this time at the conquest of Syracuse and Athenian control of the 
island, was always present in the minds of the Athenians. It appealed in particular to two 
groups of Athenians. Of these the first consisted of the sailors and manufacturers in Athens 
and the Peiraieus who owed their livelihood to the fleet and whose will was made articulate 
in the assembly by such men as Kleon, Hyperbolos and Archedemos. The second group 
consisted of young, upper-class intellectuals like Phaiax, Alkibiades and the mysterious 
author of the pseudo-Xenophontic Athenaion Politeia, who despite their loathing of the many 
and the banausic were fascinated by the stark and ultimate reality of power, the essential 
ingredients of which in inter-state relationships consisted in their view of ships and money 
ideally situated in abundance on an island.105 In theory, at any rate, if the Athenian fleet 
could be removed from the Peiraieus and the sacred monies of Athene from the Athenian 
Akropolis to Sicily, then the empire of Athens could be guaranteed for eternity. Further- 
more, it was felt that the man who pointed the way to Sicily was assured of that position 

96 Thuc. iii I I5 
97 Cf. Westlake, op. cit. (note 94) 394 n. 37 quoting 

Aristophanes, Vesp. 925. 
98 Cf. Westlake, op. cit. (note 94) 393-4. 
99 Perikles realised the importance of uesAr1, Thuc. 

i 142.6-9. But to get the sailors to practise one had 
to be able to pay them and later experience (cf. Thuc. 
viii 83.3) showed how rapidly a fleet-especially one 
which included many foreign mercenary sailors, cf. 
Thuc. i I21.3-could disintegrate when the money 
ran out. 

100 See ML p. 217 for an estimate based on IG i2 
324+, 306 of Athenian loans from their reserves 
during the years 433-26: by 426 such loans amounted 
to almost 5,ooo talents. 

101 Cf. especially Thuc. iv 55. 
102 It should be noted that in Aristophanes' 

Equites 1300 if. Hyperbolos is represented as asking 
for o00 triremes to be sent to Carthage (eis Kapxr6dova) 

rather than against Carthage. Despite Thucydides' 
description of Alkibiades' intentions at vi I5.2 and 
the latter's words to the Spartans at vi 90.2 (cf. 
Hermokrates' mention of Carthaginian fear of an 
Athenian attack at vi 34.2) all we know of Athenian 
actions (cf. Thuc. vi 86.6, SEG x I36, M. Treu, 
Historia iii [I954] 41 f., K. F. Stroheker, Historia iii 
[I954] I63 ff.) suggests concern for alliance with 
Carthage. Cf. now K.J. Dover, op. cit. (note 4I) 241. 

103 Thuc. iv 65.2-3. 
104 Thuc. iv 65.3 cog 4eov avroig zrd ev ZtKe8ta 

KaTacTrp?yacrOati 6pot; nesaOevT; aditoXcopj rEltav. 
105 I cannot agree with G. W. Bowersock's recent 

suggestion of c. 442 as the date of ps. Xen. Ath. Pol. 
(HSCP lxxxi [i966] 33-8) and would prefer c. 414 
(cf. H. B. Mattingly, Historia x [1961] I79). For 
fresh arguments in favour of the mid-42os see now 
W. G. Forrest, Klio lii (I970) 107-I6. 
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within the imperial city which that same city had in relation to its subject cities, i.e. the 
position of tyrannos.l06 First in the field in this group was Phaiax, a man of some rhetorical 

ability and strong western connections.107 In 422 as Athenian ambassador to Sicily and 
S. Italy, he attempted with limited success to organise a general Sikeliote coalition against 
Syracuse.108 

Opposed to both these groups were men of moderate and cautious views, to whom Nikias 
owed much of his support. Since the death of Kleon in 422 and the Peace of 42I Nikias had 
won for himself a position of considerable authority. His policy of peace with Sparta,109 the 

recovery of what had been lost in the Thraceward areal? and the re-establishment of secure 
financial reserves'll was popular with the majority of Athenians in the years immediately 
following 42I. We know well enough what Nikias' attitude was towards sending the 

expedition to Sicily in 415. Perhaps as early as the mid-42os personal experience of the 

sufferings of his friend Laches2ll following the latter's generalship in Sicily had convinced 
him that any future involvement in Sicily was to be avoided. As it happened, from 42I 
to 418 Sicily seems to have been somewhat neglected. Alkibiades at the beginning of his 

political career preferred to leave Sicily to Phaiax and concentrate instead nearer at home 
on the Argive alliance. After the failure of this policy at the battle of Mantineia in 418 and 
the arrival of ambassadors from Egesta in the spring of 417,113 Alkibiades turned naturally 
towards Sicily. It was inevitable, given the strength of Nikias and his support, that the 

Egestaian ambassadors should meet with considerable difficulties. Euphemos' rider in 
IG i2 I9+, I5-I8, might suggest that they had had trouble in getting an audience.114 They 

106 Cf. Thuc. vi I5.2 on Alkibiades' reasons for 

wanting the command. 
107 Phaiax, a man of good family (cf. Plut. Alk. 

I3.I) and considerable wealth (cf. Eupolis, Alyeg, 
fr. 7 [Edmonds] apud Athen. iii Io6b), was named 
(?nicknamed, cf. D. S. xi 125.3, 6 rtpoaayopev6u1evoy 
Ialaa) after the eponymous ancestor of the Phaiakians, 
legendary inhabitants of Kerkyra (cf. Thuc. i 25.4, 
iii 70.4). He was perhaps friendly with Dionysios 
Chalkous (cf. Bergk fr. 4, 6eti6rI re A6oyov aPaiaKos 
MovaC&v eperag; enzi rea/UaTa nln8tet), a man closely 
connected with Thourioi (cf. Photios, s.v. 'Oovpto- 
uiavetg') and the West (cf. his son Hieron apud Plut. 
Nik. 5). According to Andok. iv 41 by 415 Phaiax 
had gone on many embassies to Italy and Sicily. He 
had an earlier namesake at Akragas who built the 
city's famous aqueducts (D. S. xi 25.3) and he was 
himself successful there later in 422 (Thuc. v 4.6). 
His nephew Erasistratos appears in [Plato] Eryxias 
392b-c in the company of Kritias and strongly urges 
a large Athenian expedition against Sicily. His son 
Erasistratos was clearly of anti-democratic sympathies 
(cf. Plut. Ages. 15) and either his son or his nephew 
Erasistratos was later one of the Thirty (Xen. Hell. 
ii 3.2). For his own political attitude see Andok. 
iv 8, I6 and for his rhetorical ability see Aristoph. 
Eq. 1375 ff. and Plut. Alk. I3.1-3. On the whole 
family see now J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied 
Families 521-4. 

108 Thuc. v 4-5- 
109 Thuc. v I6, 43.2, 46. 
110 Thuc. v 83.4, vi Io. 
1l Thuc. vi 12.1. For Nikias' later concern, 

almost pathetic preoccupation, with the financial 
side of the war see Thuc. vi 62, vii 83.2. 

The need for caution in the expenditure of public 
monies was heavily emphasised, almost certainly by 
Nikias' group, in the period 421-15. The arguments 
in favour of Beloch's date of 418 for IG i2 91 and 92 
(Rh. Mus. xliii [I888] II3, Griech. Gesch. ii 22 344) 
seem to need restatement (see now C. W. Fornara, 
GRBS xi [I970] I85-96) against the presently 
canvassed alternatives of 434/3 and 422/I, see ML 58. 
Certainly from 418/7 onwards a vote of 6i6eta was 

necessary to enable expenditure (i.e. presumably any 
above Io,ooo dr. cf. IG i 2 9= ML 58B 12-19) from 
the reserves, cf. IG i2 302 = ML 77. At Athens in 

416-I 5 heated discussion about the cost of the Sicilian 

expedition to the public treasury continued right up 
to the time of the fleet's sailing, cf. ML 78c and now 
K. J. Dover, op. cit. (note 4I) 226. The 60 talents 

brought by the Egestaians (Thuc. vi 8.i) were 

clearly important. Of particular interest here is 

Thucydides' own concern with the financial arrange- 
ments and cost (vi 31 with 0. Regenbogen, Kleine 
Schriften 207-12). 

112 For Nikias' friendship with Laches see Plato, 
Laches, passim, Thuc. v 43.2, and for attacks upon the 
latter after his return from Sicily in 426/5 see 

Appendix p. 146. 
113 Of the three prytanies possible in IG i2 9.2- 

'EpeXOe0g, KeKspo7g and 'ALrtoXtg, two were clearly 
first and second in 418/7, cf. IG i2 302 (=ML 77) 
5, II. But spring 4I7, historically more probable, 
is at any rate not excluded by the epigraphical 
evidence. 

11 Cf. in general ps. Xen. Ath. Pol. 3. f. 
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eventually succeeded in gaining their alliance and doubtless asked for immediate Athenian 
assistance, but none was forthcoming. Nikias opposed it on principle and Phaiax, 
Alkibiades and Hyperbolos opposed any proposal that gave any one of them more control 
over the enterprise than the other two. The resultant stalemate could only be resolved by 
resort to ostracism in the spring of 4I6.15 In order to avoid his own ostracism and secure 
that of Phaiax or Hyperbolos, Alkibiades was obliged to make concessions to Nikias,l6 
which probably resulted in his support for the expedition against Melos in the 416 cam- 
paigning season 11 and so in further delay for the Egestaians. However, after his sensational 
success at the Olympic games of the same year18 his popularity was such that he could drop 
Nikias, take up the Egestaian cause and be confident of outdoing Phaiax in securing control 
of the expedition. It was not too difficult to win over those Athenians who still baulked at 
an open and flagrant act of aggrandisement by the old arguments of the Syracusan threat 
and aid to kinsmen,l19 but even so his opponents did not give up without a fight. Nikias 
objected to the cost and insisted both that ambassadors be sent to Egesta to confirm that 
city's ability to pay for Athenian military aidl20 and that Athens' other allies in the West 
likewise pay their share.l21 After he had been elected along with Lamachos at the last 
minute through no wish of his own to share the command with Alkibiades,l22 he attempted 
to have the earlier decree to send the expedition rescinded and finally, in a last desperate 
attempt to prevent the adventure, he threatened to resign his command unless more ships 
were sent than had been voted.123 Phaiax showed less scruples in his opposition than 
Nikias but was no more successful. In the early summer of 415 his friend Andokides 
circulated a scathing attack on Alkibiades' private and public life in the form of a speech 
supposedly delivered by Phaiax at the time of the ostrakophoria in 416.124 Then it was 
probably thanks to Phaiax' efforts that Alkibiades was not allowed to sail in sole command 
but was given two colleagues, Lamachos and the unwilling Nikias. Finally, when all else 
failed, Andokides' hetaireia organised the mutilation of the Hermai shortly before the 
expedition was due to sail.125 Even this failed and finally in midsummer 415 an Athenian 

115 For this date for the famous last ostrakophoria 
rather than the possible alternatives of 417 (cf. C. 
Hignett, A History of the Athenian Constitution 395-6) 
and 415 (cf. A. E. Raubitschek, TAPA lxxix [1948] 
19 I-210) see A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia xviii (1949) 
78 ff. and M. F. McGregor, Phoenix xix (I965) 27 ff. 

116 The original version clearly involved Alkibiades, 
Nikias and Hyperbolos (Plut. Nik. I ) with the first 
two combining against the last. After Theophrastos 
had rightly insisted on the part played by Phaiax in 
the whole affair (Plut. Nik. I .7), the further wrong 
inference was made that Alkibiades had combined 
with Phaiax rather than with Nikias against Hyper- 
bolos (Plut. Alk. I3.4-5). On the importance of 
Phaiax see further E. Vanderpool, Ostracism at Athens 
(Semple Lectures, I969) 28-9. 

117 For Nikias' earlier interest in Melos in 426 see 
Thuc. iii 91.1-3 and for Alkibiades' association with 
the 416 expedition see Andok. iv 22. 

118 Thuc. vi 16.2, Andok. iv 25-31, Isocr. xvi 34, 
Plut. Alk. II-12. For the date see K. J. Dover, 
op. cit. (note 41) 246. 

119 See above notes 92 and 93. 
120 Thuc. vi 6.3, 8.2. Thucydides does not say 

that Nikias was responsible for this, but it is likely, 
see above note I I i. 

121 For later contributions from Naxos, Katane, 
Rhegion and the Sikels see Meritt, Hesperia xxvi 

F 

(I957) 198-20o. It is clear that hundreds of talents 
were forthcoming. 

122 Cf. Thuc. vi 8.4, ML 78. 
123 Thuc. vi I4, 20-3. 
124 Andokides naturally did not feel that his 

dramatic date of spring 416 required him to ignore 
subsequent events, e.g. iv 22-3, 25-31. His chosen 
dramatic context merely gave his pamphlet an 
acceptable rhetorical form without thereby limiting 
its content. For differing recent views on Andokides 
iv see A. E. Raubitschek, op. cit. (note II5), A. R. 
Burn, CQ NS iv (1954) I38 ff., K. J. Dover, op. cit. 
(note 41) 287. 

125 Cf. D. Macdowell, Andokides On the Mysteries 
190-3. It is interesting that a certain Euphemos, 
brother of Kallias, son of Telekles-but not himself 
described as son of Telekles-was closely associated 
with Andokides (Andok. i 40), was arrested on 
Diokleides' information (ibid. 47) and later released 
(ibid. 66). It is at least possible that this Euphemos 
was the same man as the Euphemos of IG i2 19.15, 
96.3, 302.23, D. S. xii 81.1 and Thuc. vi 75.4, 8i-8 
(see above note 55). Thucydides does not give his 
Euphemos a patronymic and this may possibly reflect 
the same embarrassment as in Andokides' description 
of his Euphemos twice as 6 KaloAiov rov TireKieov; 
d6e2p6; (i 40 and 47). 
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fleet left Athens to fulfil at last treaty obligations contracted with Egesta two years 
before. 

It was Thucydides' final and tendentious view that the Athenians had been interested in 
securing influence in, and eventually dominating, Sicily since the alliance with Kerkyra in 
the winter of 434/3.126 Subsequent historians, both ancient127 and modern, have wished to 
trace back this interest to c. 460. If G i2 I9+ is to be dated to 458/7, then they are right. 
But if the thesis of this paper is correct and IG i2 I 9 + is to be dated, as Mattingly has already 
suggested,l28 to 41I8/7, then we must be much more careful in our analysis of how the 
Athenians came to involve themselves so tragically in Sicily. Their interest in Sicily in 427 
in both its nature and its extent was quite different from the fatal passion of 415. The 
sickness began first in 425/4. And in their final uncertainty and hesitation on the brink of 
disaster the Athenians came strangely to resemble Herodotos' great paradigm of an imperial 
power, Xerxes, King of the Persians.129 

APPENDIX 

The date of the first Athenian alliance with Rhegion (IG i2 5I = ML 63) and Leontinoi 
(IG i2 52 - ML 64) has for long been a vexed question. Do the reinscribed prescripts 
constitute evidence for renewal in 433/2 of alliances made at some earlier date? There is 
no other known case of renewal in this way'30 and D. M. Lewis has rightly drawn attention 
to the oddity of changing the archon, grammateus, epistates and ambassadors in the reinscribed 
prescript while leaving unchanged the name of the original proposer.131 

The epigraphical argument must first be dealt with. In the case of IG i2 5I there is no 
significant difference between the letter-forms of the main body of the text and those of the 
new prescript and one is not justified in placing any interval of time between them (cf. the 
introduction to ML 63, pp. 171-2). There is such a difference in IG i2 52 (cf. the intro- 
duction to ML 64, p. 175). The strict implication of this is that the text of IG i2 5 I plus the 

prescripts of both IG i2 51 and IG i2 52 are to be dated to 433/2 with only the text of IG i2 52 
to be dated earlier.l32 But this is difficult to believe. Both the original texts probably had 
the same proposer, Kallias,133 and this would be strange if they were a number of years apart. 
And it is awkward to have to suppose two different reasons for the reinscription of the 

prescripts-renewal in IG i2 52 and immediate correction of some mistake in IG i2 51. One 

126 Thuc. i 36.2, 44.3, iii 86.4, II5.4 (on the 
ambivalent KaTa,AvOraeaOat see Westlake, op. cit. 
[note 94] 392-3), iv 65.3-4, vi I.I, 6.I. Thucydides 
clearly thought highly of Hermokrates (cf. H. D. 
Westlake, BRL xli [ 958/9] 239-68) and Hermokrates 
supports throughout the interpretatio maligna of 
Athenian intentions (Thuc. iv 59-64, vi 76-80). 

127 Cf. D. S. xii 54.I-3, Plut. Per. 20.3. 
128 op. cit. (note I5) 267-70. 
129 I should like to thank all those concerned with 

the Institute for Arts and Humanistic Studies at 
Pennsylvania State University for granting me a 
Fellowship there in autumn, 1969. Much of the 
preliminary work on this article was done then. I am 
grateful, too, for many a helpful discussion about the 
date of IG i2 I9+ with Professors M. F. McGregor 
and H. B. Mattingly, who have both made many 
fruitful suggestions, saved me from numerous errors 
and are in no way responsible for any that remain. 

130 Wade-Gery's suggestion of one possible explana- 
tion of Theopompos' remarks on the 'Peace of 
Kallias' (Essays in Greek History 206) naturally extends, 

rather than confirms, the hypothesis of renewal by 
reinscription of the prescript. 

131 7HS lxxxi (I96I) 18 n. 8. Lewis is arguing 
in particular against ATL's identification (iii 276-7) 
of the original proposer - - -]as (cf. IG i2 51.9) with 
the prescript's proposer KaiAags (cf. IG i2 51.8-9, 
52.I5) and the further guess-dependent, of course, 
upon the hypothesis of renewal by reinscription- 
that this Kallias was Kallias, son of Hipponikos, 
negotiator of the 'Peace of Kallias'. But prima facie 
there is a good case for the identity of the original 
proposer with the prescript's proposer and this 
combination of-on the hypothesis of renewal-the 
new with the old is odd. But perhaps it would on 
the same hypothesis have been even odder if the 

original proposer had been replaced by the new 

proposer of the renewal. Surely the hypothesis of 
renewal by reinscription of the prescripts is altogether 
odd. 

132 Cf. S. Accame, Riv. Fil. lxxx (1952) 129-32. 
133 Cf. above note I31. 
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must, I think, presume-despite the difference in letter-forms-that the original texts of 
both IG i2 51 and 52 were inscribed at the same time. This leaves two alternatives: either 

(A) one ignores the similarity in letter-forms between text and prescript in IG i2 51 and dates 
the original texts of both to the 440S with renewal by reinscription of the prescripts in 
433/2 ;134 or (B) one ignores the difference in letter-forms between text and prescript in 
IG i2 52 and dates the original texts of both to 433/2 with immediate, or almost immediate,135 
reinscription of the prescripts to correct some irrecoverable mistake. On purely epi- 
graphical grounds alternative A is preferable: the letter-forms of the text of IG i2 52, especially 
the single V upsilon and some of the mus and nus, have a distinctly early appearance. But 
the absence of a precedent for renewal by reinscription of prescript, the oddity of the whole 
procedure and indeed the very idea of renewal of 'eternal' alliances weigh heavily against 
the purely epigraphical argument. On balance it would seem more sensible to choose 
alternative B, to which such objections do not apply, and suppose that the text of IG i2 52 
was cut in 433/2 by an old-fashioned, rather slipshod mason. The single preserved V 

upsilon is in fact squeezed in awkwardly between the adjacent letters136 and there is no 
consistency in the mus and nus. It is not incumbent upon the believer in alternative B to 
identify the mistake which required immediate, or almost immediate, reinscription of the 

prescripts. There are countless possibilities and too many unknown factors involved. 
It has been thought that alternative B cannot be maintained against Thuc. iii 86.3 

describing the Athenian decision in 427 to send out the first expedition to Sicily: E's o5v ras 

'AOrjvas 7rEITavrTE ol rjCv AEov7rvov ev4ptaXoi KaTa Te ,raAatav fv1JLcaXlav Kal ot "IwveS 'Uoav 

TetOovLt -rovs 'AOr7vatovs rreOaLt atl at vavs. Most scholars believe that Kara Te rTa)aLav 

SvilaXl'av refers back to IG i2 5I and 52.137 Supporters of alternative A138 are tempted to 

argue that the use of 7raAato's necessitates an interval of more than 5-6 years between the 
original alliances, i.e. the texts of IG i2 51 and 52, and the appeal of iii 86.3. Supporters of 
alternative B139 quote instances of 7raAatos in Thucydides covering only a few years. What 
is required is a thorough treatment of raAato's in Thucydides. One can begin by disting- 
uishing a descriptive from an evaluative use (cf. 7rcXAat used descriptively at e.g. i 2.1 

[=olim cf. Betant, Lexicon Thucydideum, s.v. 'raAat'] and evaluatively at e.g. iii I3.1 
(=iampridem cf. Betant, ibid. s.v. 'w7raat' (b)]) and two subdivisions of the descriptive raatos, 
viz. 'ancient' (cf. with the article i 3.1, 5.3, 6.6, 7, IO.2, I0.4, 13.5) I5.1, 20.I, 24.2, 49. I, 

73.2, II0.2, ii 15.6, 22.3 [56.2], iii 55-I, 68.I, v 30.4, 43.2, 69.1 [vii 25.5], viii 3-I, 7I.I; and 
without the article i 21. , iii 67.2, iv 3I.2, v. I, 42, vii 33.4, [53.4]), and 'the old, i.e. previous' 
with contextually explicit or implicit comparison between the referent and something new 
(cf. i 29.3, iv 79.2, v 2.4, 3.2, 80.2, viii 90.4). In the meaning 'ancient' the article may or 

134 Cf. B. D. Meritt, CQxl (1946) 85-91. 
135 Cf. Accame, op. cit. (note 23) 73-5. H. B. 

Mattingly, op. cit. (note 15) 272 dates the reinscription 
of the prescripts sometime in the 420s 'presumably to 
give greater chronological precision by adding the 
name of the archon and the first secretary of the 
council', cf. ML p. I74. The large measure of 

uncertainty makes any probability in establishing the 
'mistake' impossible. 

136 Cf. Meritt, op. cit. (note 34) 89, who notes 
further concerning the carelessness of the mason, 
'The two accusatives 'AOevaioq (line 17) and AeovTtvo; 

(line i8) were changed to datives by the adding of 
iotas outside their stoichoi. This too was in 
correction of an error. It seems obvious that the 
stonecutter, when he made the mistakes, was under 
the impression that he was writing the sentence 
Xarv,yaludXo eaval 'AOevaio; Kai Aeovxivog Kat zdv O'pKov 

bovat Katl EXzaoaat. On remembering that the 
sentence had been begun TEiU /iEv Xoav/z/aXiav elvat, 
though not too successfully begun even so, he had to 

change 'AOevalo; to 'AOevaloL and Aeovrivo; to 
Aeovrlvotg.'. 

137 But cf. Accame, op. cit. (notes 132 and I35) for 
the view that zaAaad v,uataxZia refers back beyond 
IG i2 5I and 52 to earlier Athenian alliance c. 460, at 
least with Rhegion. 

138 But cf. ML p. I74. One suspects that sup- 
porters of alternative A are loath to base any central 
argument upon naAatoq against supporters of alterna- 
tive B because they realise that such an argument 
supports Accame's hypothesis (op. cit. [notes 132 and 
I35] with references to Thuc. ii 22.3 and v 69. i) more 
than their own. 

139 Cf. Mattingly, op. cit. (note I5) 272 n. 73 
quoting Thuc. iii I3.1 (nzd)Aa), iv 79.2. 
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may not be present, but in the meaning 'the old, i.e. previous' the article is always present. 
Thus, if Thucydides is using rraAatos descriptively in Kara rE 7raXacav fvppLtaXcav, then he must 
mean 'in accordance with ancient alliance' and his words cannot be understood as a reference 
to an alliance of either 433/2 (alternative B) or the 440s (alternative A) or even c. 460 (Accame, 
cf. notes 132 and 135 above). He refers rather to some ancient alliance, probably, as the 
following words (Ka c O'T "Iwves faav) suggest, to traditional alliance between all Ionians. 
It is extremely unlikely that he was ignorant of IG i2 51 and 52, cf. Hermokrates' words at 
iv 60. i (dvoLcaTt evvo'L evuluaXlaS), 6I.4 (i60 &oKatoL aAAOV , -rA evv6O, T Klqs) and especially 63. 
(Kal avWroL tdhAtara p v & atoSov v !Jfvl6ev, cf. IG i2 51.12, 15; 52.22, 26) and the later, 
chronologically vague reference at vi 6.2. The brevity of his treatment of the first Sicilian 

expedition has often been noticed (cf. Westlake, op. cit. [note 94] 385 ff.). He seems to have 
been critical of the whole undertaking by ot v r?7j Tr'AEL 'AOrlvatot (cf. iv 65.3 and compare 
his defence of Laches at iii 103.3, r115.6 with Kleon's attacks, Aristoph. Vesp. 240-2 and 

836 ff. with the scholiast on 240 and 895). It is probable, then, that in preferring to ignore 
at iii 86.3 the known fact of IG i2 5I and 52 and mentioning instead the rhetoric of the 
situation140 Thucydides shows his Tendenz. He first refers obliquely to the formal alliance 
in Hermokrates' speech, where he can use it in denigration of Athenian presence in Sicily. 
In his tendentious zeal he has given himself away. Such are the necessary implications of 

believing in a descriptive use of -raAatos at iii 86.3. They can be avoided only by supposing 
an evaluative use of rraAatos- similar to the use of rr,Aat at iii 13.1, vi 10.5. The vpFlaaXla will 
then be a reference to IG i2 5i and 52 and rnraAata mean simply 'not concluded now and so 
irrelevant to the present situation'. But Thucydides' Tendenz is still apparent, even if more 
honestly expressed. The close parallels between iii 86 and vi 6 are interesting. One finds 
the same chronological uncertainty in the background information (iii 86.2-3, oI yap 
ZvpaKoaot.. . . . Katl rrs OAacrrj s vi 6.2 op/opot yap ovre. . . e vov Tro!AEov tKava), the same 
initial neglect of the known fact of formal alliance, the same first reference to pre-existent 
formal alliance in a later context of denigration (compare iv 60. i with vi IO.5), in short the 
same Tendenz. 

A final point in favour of alternative B. The first Sicilian expedition is the story of 
Athens and Rhegion fighting against Rhegion's closest enemies, Messana and Lokroi (cf. 
iii 86.5, 90.2-4, 99, 103.3, 115.2, 6, iv 24-25.6). Leontinoi enters in barely at the beginning 

(iii 86. 3 o[ rcov AEoovivcv ujiLtaXot, not o[ AEovIvo, Kcal ol ev'aqo, and there must be a 
difference despite Gomme, Commentary ii ad loc.) and ineffectively at the end (iv 25.7-12). 
This concern in 427-5 to support Rhegion and control the approaches from the West rather 
than join Leontinoi in war against Syracuse is typical of Athens' defensive attitude towards 
the West since 433 (see above p. 140 with note 92). The fact that the same attitude is 
reflected in the respective oaths of IG i2 5I. io-i6 (long, insistent and specific) and 
IG i2 52.20-3 (short and perfunctory)141 confirms that these alliances were in fact first made 
in 433/2. 

J. D. SMART 
University of Leeds 

140 J presume that Gorgias in 427 (cf. D. S. xiii fanciful to regard the short oath in IG i2 52 as evidence 
53.2-5) dwelt upon the kinship of all lonians and of Athenian disinterest in alliance with Leontinoi. 
their traditional alliance against Dorians (see above Perhaps even Leontinoi, and not Athens, paid for 
note 93) as well as, of course, appealing to the the inscription of IG i2 52 (cf. D. M. Lewis, op. cit. 
alliance of 433/2. [note 6I] 23) whereas Athens, and not Rhegion, paid 

141 I am grateful to Professor Mattingly for draw- for the inscription of IG i2 5i. This would help to 
ing my attention to this difference between the two explain why two different masons, one good (IG i2 5 1) 
oaths. It is surely significant, as Accame (op. cit. and one bad (IG i2 52), were employed to inscribe 
[note 132] I29) realised, and it is perhaps not the original texts of the two inscriptions. 
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